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About This Game

Something strange has happened. No one knows what. It is unstoppable. Our civilization is almost dead but Jack Bowman has to
save his wife. Do you want to know how this story finishes?

Choose your weapon and fight against alien swarm in Asian agglomeration.
The Purge Day is the first person narrative, immersive horror shooter designed exclusively for VR.

TPD contains :
Suspenseful story

Interesting and challenging achievements
High quality sounds and voiceovers

A large selection of weapons
Immersive and not easy gameplay

A large number of opponents
Each chapter finishes with a powerful boss

No motion sickness
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Title: The Purge Day
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Red Limb Studio
Publisher:
Red Limb Studio
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4440

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 960

Storage: 1 GB available space
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First off I think this game isnt for everyone, if you are a fan of B grade action\/horrors you'll get a kick out of it. The game
itself is quite challenging. Like most brawlers the enemies are recycled with different abilities. There are zombies that walk,
crawl, run at you, barf acid on you, even zombie dogs like in resident evil, zombies that are fire that explode a bit after you kill
them so be sure to give them some space after taking them down. Also there are landmines tha you can coax zombies to run
over that blow them up, just be sure not to walk over them. lol Its a litle more difficult when there are landmines and a horde of
zombies running after you. But you can fire a shock wave at them to thin them out pretty quickly, but that needs to be
replentished, which is a nice touch, surprisingly theres a lot of thining and strategy in this game. I haven't played this game
much, just got it for 40% off and glad I did, at first it kinda sucked, hard controls etc. But the level up and coin system is pretty
cool. Graphics arent bad but aren't really great either, but the smoke and rain effects really do look cool in a 3D backdrop. I
LOVE the back ground music, I find myself nodding my head as I play! This is a very unique game directed at a very small
audience. Theres not much play time to finish the game, but for the price I do feel it warrants a buy and see. The story telling is
typical shallow, but I got a good chuckle out of it.. This game is just what it describes itself as - a two-sticks arcade shooter
where you have limited lives and try to get as far as you can.

I was recently thinking about such simple "pick up and just be playing" games again, so this hits the spot. It's fun, and while it
starts easy enough to warm you up (or to be OK to pick up for a young kid who's early to games) it gets more and more swarmy
with each wave. I like that it's challenging enough for me to enjoy but that little family members who can't do major games can
play something out of this too.

Note that I had the benefit of playing it with a gamepad where I used both sticks - I haven't looked at what the mouse\/keyboard
controls are, but with a two-sticks gamepad you move with the left stick and fire with the right stick. Like if you push the right
stick to the left you're firing to the left, even if you're moving up and down. For those who haven't played two-sticks shooters,
be aware that if you're moving down to get away from an enemy (for example) you'll want to adjust the direction you're pressing
on your right stick as you go since the enemy is not on your left now but above you. (I realize this is a given to anyone who has
played this kind of game before, but this is for those who haven't.)

I like this game. For the price, it's great. It also reminds me of when in the 90s you could find fun little gems in PC game
software that weren't overly-done-up but that you kept going back to when you were at that certain aunt's house looking for
something to do.. This game is to the Heroes Rise trilogy what Andromeda is to the Mass Effect trilogy: not offensively bad, but
not nearly as good as what came before. Instead of a gripping superhero story, it's an unabashedly obvious bout of virtue
signalling under the paper-thin veneer of a superhero story. Even as someone who generally agrees with the message of
understanding and tolerance, it's hard to understand and tolerate the hamfisted presentation and drastically reduced player
agency.

There were some parts that made me laugh, though. Like the part where the game invents new social issues for superheroes that
weren't present in previous games, then has the characters complain about how said social issues were completely ignored in
those games. Or the part when a bunch of reality TV producers declare that they need to protect and look out for the player
character, then in the same breath say that he needs to be a symbol of pride and independence.. Firstly, I liked the artwork and I
play a lot of management sims, my expectations were of a hybrid of farmville and farming frenzy, titles I have enjoyed (except
for when farmville turned everything into a real life insane money grab.) The early game play gives you the feel of a freemium
game and at first I was scared I'd bought a game which was going to demand money to play later.

I found the game confusing when I get alerts like "not enough material" and can't understand why as sometimes its when I have
plenty (I'm going to assume its a bug). Alerts need to be more specific.

Some of the game uses terrible English and even uses old English in some places - example "harvest 5 byre" instead of "milk
five cows" (If you don't know a byre is old English for a cow shed.)

I didn't find it entertaining because there was poor continuation at each stage, I would prefer building a farm as advertised rather
than settling for whatever the next scenario (without lore text) threw at me. You don't get to keep anything you unlock, every
stage is different. There are no customisation features for people who like building stuff.

If you're not tech savvy you wouldn't know to hit the windows key and manually close the game from the taskbar, because
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unlike most other games there's no exit options.. It's an ok experience for that price. Basically you get 4 places to explore if you
don't include the starting place. As for gaming goes, there's absolutly nothing to do in these places except for launching
fireworks in one of them. However, the fireworks were really well made with good sounds and visuals, and made it a joy to
watch. I thought all scenes seemed a bit empty, with few details and things to look at. If it would had provided better details
overall, like in one scene you can see the raindrops moving down the window, it could have been a very nice experience, but the
world seems very empty and static. It still delivers good sounds and who doesn't find sitting in a cabin in the woods, while the
rain is pooring outside, relaxing? You basically get what you're paying for, and for that price you really can't complain over what
you get.

. Part tower defence, part point and click. I picked this game up on a whim during the steam sales with no real idea what to
expect. Played on the Vive but tried with both the Vive controllers and xbox controllers (much easier with the Vive controllers
but it's one of the few times I think the touch controller might work better due to the analog stick ).

Not really much to say other than it's fun and the VR works fine. Felt a bit weird playing a xmas themed level in the middle of
summer though.

. I've spent, what, 2-3 hours with this game - and I am completely burned out on it already. It appears you go through repetition
after repetition of the same events, you try to somehow acquire some skills, of course, at the beginning of this game you don't
have any, so you fail every skill test from day 1 and then, unpredictably, you die -- only to go skip skip skip (and thank heavens
you CAN skip dialogue) through all the same stuff again, maybe survive one more step, only to die another unpredictable death.

After the time I spent - I really really don't want to go through this again. It is mindnumbingly boring, and frustrating to boot.
Every death is apparently meant to teach you what skills you'll need in this situation, but very often you simply haven't a chance
to advance all those skills in time, and even if you have, the endless repetition of 'redo from start' just had me rolling my eyes..
I'm a massive sci fi nerd and a pervert so this was purchased as a Christmas gift for me.

I wanted to like Stargazers, I really did. The premise is neat sounding - it's supposed to be a self contained story in a retro-kitsch
future with a pulp feel to it. Front and center is the relationship between two human women and a female-gendered biometallic
polyamorous space elf. Intriguingly the story allows you to switch perspectives at certain points. Ideally this adds replayability to
the game, as well as giving some flexibility to how the story gets told.

Unfortunately the game falls short on several levels.

On a technical level the game, though it has no crash issues, has several problems that should have been fixed at the time of this
review. The game came out on the 4th of November, 2016. As I write this it is the 6th of February, 2017. At a certain point in
the game assets the game tried to load simply weren't found, and the game continued for a while with an error message in the
corner. At another point the game seemed to simply not load any character images for what seemed to be a perfectly normal
sequence, leaving nothing but the background. While the game eventually 'popped' back to normal, I was completely unsure if
what had just happened was a technical error or simply an unfinished scene.

There are also grammar and spelling errors at a frequency which is disappointing considering reading text is what you do all
game, including spelling the name of the ship incorrectly. I can understand errors like these happening and the aforementioned
technical problems existing during the initial launch, but they should have been patched by now. Out of curiousity I clicked the
help button to see what it was and it opened a text file with an email address. Okay.

The perspective mechanic works correctly; however I found myself sticking mostly with one character, with a few scattered
switch-ups. Unfortunately this ended up limiting perspective, as what seemed to be major, exciting events happened entirely off-
screen because I had selected the wrong person. While this might have been ok (sometimes it pays to be alone with a character
and their thoughts), it becomes clear that the character is usually informed of major parts of what happened without the player
necessarily finding out, making random references utterly meaningless if I hadn't selected a certain perspective.

And now that I've dealt with the mechanics, I can really get into the story. The most glaring problem is that the game ends after
interesting things have finally begun to happen, both in terms of world-building and relationship progression. The game ends up
feeling like playing through the first act of story, except that random paragraphs on each page disappear and reappear because
of the perspective mechanic. And then it ends.
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I'm concerned that what happened was an attempt to feel very 'pulpy' without consideration for how well done pulp (or more
recent pulp inspired media) plays out. For a modern example, Pulp Fiction has many stand-alone stories that intertwine and
weave through perspectives, but the story comes full circle due to the non-linear narrative, filling itself in. The sort of
fulfillment of a stand alone didn't happen and I'm unsure how much different perspectives can consistently offer. The other,
somewhat less recent example would be Star Trek - The Original Series, and the game does have a certain pseudo-episodic feel
to it over a somewhat vague amount of time. The problem here is that TOS episodes were still full stories in and off themselves,
and also had a lack of actual major character development as a feature - TOS characters were archetypal. Stargazers characters
are not, unless they are secondary, which means no matter what I always felt like I was missing out on important events or inner
monologues, and actually did aside from brief references. The game would have been better served with a more traditional
structure that allowed focus. Imagine if you cut a TOS episode down to scenes that exclusively featured a selected character.
Gonna make for some really lopsided and weirdly paced episodes.

The 'romantic' plot also seems much too easily 'solved' and devoid of any kind of heat. Should the threat of a love triangle be
boring even if constrained to one perspective?

"So replay the game" you might say. Unfortunately I can't say I feel like it. My playtime is inflated because I privately streamed
it to a handful of friends and insisted on voice acting every role (in part because of an uncomfortable lack of music and sound
effects), but even if it had taken less time, there's just not enough interesting going on. There is the hint of interesting things
developing, both in terms of the setting and in terms of the relationships the game is supposed to be about, and I mean that in
totality - whether you wanted the story to feel like a somewhat real presentation of a relationship or something really gratuitous
and deliciously sleazy and thrilling, you won't find it here. The game ends before it's even finished getting to first base with you.

Some might chalk this up to censoring, but I have to question that since there's ample opportunity to raise heat and stakes
without being too over the top. In the steam version, the developers removed the bulk of the 'cg' pictures and the scenes where
they would come into play are simply skipped over or worse - the player is faced with a black screen and the text to read. From
what was linked to me, some of the cg is pretty tame regardless (though some isn't, though it's nothing too wild still) and already
exceeded by all kinds of non-romance games. The developers stated on the forum that there's no patch to "uncensor" the steam
version to avoid competing with the site where they do sell the uncensored version. I don't know the fine details of such a choice
were so I won't guess.

However this presents a major problem in that sex and sexuality is a major part of both relationships and personality,
particularly given the thrust of the story and the 'resolution'. Either there was no character development made through any kind
of deleted content, which utterly squanders many opportunities, or there was character development which was removed. What's
left is clumsy and unconvincing of libido or romance.

As for the art while I didn't find it horrible I wasn't sold on mecha design and the character art felt unevenly done.

It's a shame. There's bits of neat stuff seen through the cramped windows, but the shuttle ride is over before it hits escape
velocity.. At first glance, it may not seem like much. A simple concept and not very many levels.

But I am here to assure you, ORBITOR is not at all weighed down by these factors. This review is my personal opinion, and I
am aware not everyone is into this genre of game.

ORBITOR is a powerful arcade title where you play as a small robot called an orbitor, and the objective is to obtain the warp
core located at the center of each level. The warp core is inside a shell in the middle, and it is opened when all of the
surrounding objects are destroyed. There is no story to this game, but like that of the Bejeweled franchise, one is not required or
even neccesary.

PROS:
-Stunning visuals
-Exhilerating soundtrack that never gets old
-Awesome sound effects
-Tons of features and abilities
-Lots of replay value
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-Unique atmosphere for each level
-Incredibly well optimized (you can run this game on integrated GPU's no problem)
-Very addictive

CONS:
-Not very many levels (for now. As of right now there are 4, but it's been confirmed there will be more coming soon!)
-Lack of settings in the menu (no graphical or audio adjustment and very loud default sound)
-Some minor glitches
-No real goals or leaderboards (including achievements and trading cards) so points feel worthless

ORBITOR is an excellent game, truly worth $14.99. Any of the cons I have listed are easily fixable, and they probably will be
fixed soon. I reccommend this if you like a small game to play in spare time. 9\/10.. This game is a puzzle game that is only
good for people who love puzzle platformers and find all other puzzle platformers game too easy. The music is depressing. The
art style is beautiful, but not practical: you can dig through stone but not a wooded box. The controls are so-so, The right trigger
to climb is particularly weak. The map is not easy to see. I regret buying this game. This is NOT a metroid-vania game.
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This game is about one thing: making sure your characters don't commit suicide by stupidity.

There's an apparent level of complexity at first: you have to train your characters to maximize how many resources they gather,
and then subdivide them between different tasks. But most problems this game presents aren't that difficult. You max out
characters' skills in whatever task they'll be performing, then never worry about that mechanic again. You set one person to
gather lumber a million times in a row, and then never worry unless that counter gets low. You set one person to gather food, but
no character gets hungry that often and its never hard to make more food. So the only thing you actually care about is gathering
electrowaste, which is the resource you need to accumulate to win.

The grind for electowaste is painfully slow and unsatisfactory, made even worse by the fact that you have to spend it on the
constant repairs that get more expensive throughout the game. If you lose a single person, you fall behind, and your entire game
can come grinding to a halt as the difficulty curve only rises. So how do you loose someone?

It's always weather exposure. Characters have to walk a long way to reach resources, which gets longer as the game goes on, and
that depletes their health, which you need to send them to a healing pod to restore. You have to do it manually, every time, and
by about mid game you have to do it every time a character returns to the ship. If you don't, THE CHARACTER WALKS
DIRECTLY INTO THEIR DEATH.

This is what makes the game infuriating. If you don't constantly babysit the characters, they will walk out into a snowstorm with
a quarter health and kill themselves. The worst part is, even if you just set them to eat food or something instead of healing up,
they automatically resume their main tasks, which means you constantly have to check if they are trying to kill themselves again.
On top of all of this, the UI, while pretty, is clearly designed to make it even harder to track your characters.

While this game advertises itself as a challenge, it's a challenge a solve with a simple script. If you could program each character
to rest up every time they're about to go outside, the player would barely have to pay attention to this game to win every time.
Instead, the designers of this game intentionally limited what the player could do in order to create a mind-numbingly frustrating
micromanagement experience.

This game has a cool concept and cool art, I just wish it had real gameplay to go along with that.. Critical for your SCS
collector's pack.. To address the elephant in the room immediately: yes, this is a port of a phone game. It was designed as a
phone game, it mainly exists as a phone game, and the gameplay is very similar to most phone RPGs but with a tad more depth
to the gameplay and stats. What's most refreshing is the fact that you can go through the entire game and reach high ranks
without spending a dime. I've got about 300 hours into this game on my phone, and I haven't spent a cent on magicite or cards.
Put in the time and you'll do fine.

It won't blow you away, and it won't replace mainline Final Fantasy game experiences, but if you're the type of person that's ok
with playing games like Granblue Fantasy on your PC, then this is a must-have..
\u0421\u0422\u0420\u0410\u0428\u041d\u041e, \u0412\u042b\u0420\u0423\u0411\u0410\u0419!. This soundtrack is a
magnum-opus. The music seriously has been playing in my head while doing household chores, walking in the city or town,
eating (YES! Even when I'm eating!) and when I'm trying to sleep.

I hope someday they include this in as a CD package. I can only imagine the beauty of the official art including on the case and
booklet. Even having interview of Jan Valta included would be a truly special work of art. Warhorse Studios has truly created a
masterpiece and Valta has made his very own magnum-opus to go with the former's opus.. my game keeps giving me a black
screen but says its running but i cann't ply it. A good DLC for those who can't seem to find any AT lying around.. Even though
there are options for windowed display at various resolution, you HAVE to run full screen 1920x1080 to see everything. Some
puzzles are unsolvable at lower resolutions or window sizes.. horribly optimized
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